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I really like this kind of game.
It`s somewhat similar to Subnautica i would say
but as a big difference to Subnautica this game
has been developed for VR and you can feel
that everywhere. I would love if there would be more
content in this game or games like this released more often.

A big thanks to the devs for developing such a gem.. A really akward♥♥♥♥♥fightng game. I really can't say I like any of these
characters.

. I give up. All pinball games are terrible. Except for Pinball Arcade and that one game I played when I was a kid. I am not sure
of the name. I got it for Christmas from my dad the same year he bought me Marilyn Manson's album Antichrist Superstar. I
really wish I knew what game that was, cause it was way better that this. In short: go buy Pinball Arcade tables.. A free local
mutliplayer game, which can be fun for a few minutes with some friends, other than that is kinda lackluster in terms of things to
do or play. The singleplayer bot mode is kinda boring to play. Would recommend if you have friends to come over and play a
few rounds. But then again it's free so you can always uninstall without having to worry about the money spend.. What was once
an April's Fool's Joke turned out to be an April Miracle.

Thank you, whatever deity is out there smiling upon us today. Worse than flash TD's you'll find anywhere. Clumsy controls, bad
music, crashes a lot. Wouldn't recommend :(. Quite liked this one, didn't wear out its welcome.

Hawkins is a true waifu.. Very fun game.
I suggest you to play on some community servers, official servers are cancerous
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A classic shooter with an immersive environment. The voice over's interjected throughout the game offer a sense of tactical
realism. The interface is clean but customizable. Weapon selection is quick and straightforward, you don't get bogged in silly
customizations and personalization options that drag most other shooters down.

The ability to do the missions you want in the order you want them is enjoyable. There is a true sense of mission progression in
a larger strategic goal, not just going out on the field to kill things.

The BOT AI is surprisingly sophisticated and can be down right vicious at times. The bots seem to adapt to the weapons you
bring on the mission which is unique among most shooters of today. This gives the game a variability that is a welcome change
from the on rails shooters with bots that do the same thing over and over.

The ability to pilot vehicles is a nice touch. Controls are simple and easy to use and allow you to turn you vehicles into weapons.
I like the fact that the vehicles themselves incur damage and are not indestructible.

All in all a decent game and a steal at it's current price. I recommend it for anyone who enjoy a classic first person shooter. It's
hours of fun and I look forward to updates and the evolution of the game which I'm sure will come given the reputation of other
HyperKat games.. mini battlegrounds is a great game but it will be nice if more people plays it. Pretty good jigsaw puzzle game.
Perfect for casual gaming.. Here is my first time gameplay video: https:\/\/youtu.be\/HP7lgXoqof0

I wasn't sure what to expect out of this game but I ended up having a lot of fun playing it. It needs work like more types \/ colors
of fireworks and some graphic improvements but I ended up playing around in it for a lot longer than I had planned (spent
almost an hour setting up a fireworks show.) Also, there is a bird that keeps making noise which I told to stop otherwise I would
fire a rocket up it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it hasn't stopped and I can't find it to carry out my threat. I later told the
bird it was brave after continuing to stick around and make noise even after the threat and the sound of all the fireworks going
off. Also, in an attempt to increase the immersion of a drunk person playing with fireworks I let a firecracker explode in my
hand. When it did the screen turned red but that was it; I didn't lose any fingers as I had hoped. I'm going to be honest and say I
was a bit dissapointed with that but understand since it's probably not a super critical game mechanic you'd focus on during
development of the early access game.

Also a save feature would be hadny. This would be really nice especially while spenting large amounts of time creating bigger
displays; I can imagine the frusteration after all that hard work losing everything after it going off accidently or from a game
crash or something.

FIREWORKS IN VR ARE INCREDIBLE! :D I'm keeping this game in my library and hope to see new cooler stuffs coming
out! :D. There's nothing like a good Asteroids clone... and this is nothing like one! Ha ha, I love the classics. Anyway, I was
excited to try Space Asteroid Shooter, but then I was force-fed wonky, mouse dependent control that turned what should have
been a fun retro throwback into an altogether uncomfortable experience. You right click on an area of the screen to thrust there,
rather than holding down a button as common sense and fourty years of past experience would dictate. Clicking outside the
boundaries of the screen opens up the window behind the game, which is very easy to do and is also a great way to crash into
space debris.

But wait, there's less! There's supposed to be a tutorial to explain all this, but clicking it just makes it vanish, forcing you to play
the survival mode instead. Setting up a controller for the game is an exercise in frustration... the configuration menu recognizes
your joypad, but the game itself does not, The graphics are functional, but the scanlines obscure details and don't do the
cartoony visuals any favors. It's like every time Space Asteroid Shooter comes close to getting something right, the developers
throw a wrench in the works. Save your dollar and just stick with Pixeljunk Shooter, or one of the legit Asteroids games on
Atari Vault instead.
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